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Truth in Memory:
the humanities and the cognitive sciences

John Sutton

Truth in Memory

Mistakes can be made in both personal and official accounts of past events and experiences; lies can be told. We know that stories about the past have many functions besides truth-telling: but we still often care deeply that our sense of what has happened should be accurate. The dawning realisation that we have been deceived about past events by those in authority, or that we have been deceiving ourselves about our actions or motivations, often raises strong or troubling emotions.

The very possibility of error in memory and in history implies a commonsense realism about the past. Truth in memory is a problem because, coupled with our desires to find out what really happened, we recognise that our individual and collective access to past events may be indirect, and our best reconstructions prone to distortion. This chapter sketches some theoretical approaches, from across the disciplines, to such problems about authority over the past. Relevant psychological science often seems too individualistic and reductionist to help the humanist here, when the media of memory are so diverse and the political and affective contexts in which we care about the past so various. Nonetheless, resources for nuanced and context-sensitive ways of thinking about these questions can be found in the cognitive sciences too. I hope here to open up some routes in to recent lines of research on autobiographical memory, which should be more accessible in the humanities and social sciences. I am not directly discussing links and distinctions between memory and history, or between psychology and the law, although my topics touch on both.¹ I draw on an inchoate schema for interdisciplinarity in the study of memory, which seeks not to enforce a unified theory of memory by reduction, but instead to delineate an integrated framework within which many different memory-related phenomena can be understood.²

I first survey various ways in which context alters our attitudes to and standards for truth and error in memory. I then offer a description of psychological work on the constructive nature of remembering, and argue that such research should not be seen as
sceptically challenging the very possibility of our everyday authority over our own past, but as seeking out specific forms of fallibility in memory. Our residual attachment to truth in memory can be justified and filled out, I suggest in the final sections, both by a clearer picture of the particular way time is built in to autobiographical remembering, and by showing how our memories often rely on various kinds of external scaffolding, as our picture of our own past is often supported by or grounded in other people, groups, objects, and media. These recent ideas in the cognitive sciences are perhaps less familiar to legal theorists and historians than work on the psychology of memory in eyewitness testimony, but they offer even stronger support for insistent interdisciplinarity.

**Distortion and Error in Memory**

Truth in memory comes in many forms. The kind of truth which is sought, or the standard of truth which is imposed, often depends on the medium in which memory is expressed, and the context of remembering. Commonly, memories can be true without being perfectly accurate or verbatim records of past events. In testimony at the Watergate hearings, John Dean gave remarkably detailed accounts of conversations he'd had with Richard Nixon and his Chief of Staff, Haldeman, in September 1972. When they were able to compare this testimony with tape recordings of the conversation which surfaced later (and of which Dean was unaware), members of the hearing committee concluded that Dean had told the truth. In a pathbreaking study, the psychologist Ulric Neisser showed that Dean's success in rendering the broad semantics or theme of what occurred had been achieved despite the fact that almost all of Dean's detailed recollections failed to capture either the words used or 'the real gist of anything that was said'. We just don't need to retain full and precise records of most of our experiences. Even the vaunted 'verbatim' memories of bards and poets in oral cultures have been shown by David Rubin to be 'accurate' only in adhering to certain typical scripts or stock scenarios, and to various interlocking syntactic and rhythmic constraints: they are 'reconstructed' for each performance by an expert reciter, who draws on knowledge of the tradition and its conventions.

Humanists may feel that they didn't need psychologists to tell them that truth and accuracy in memory are not, as Neisser noted, 'simple notions'. Assessment of subtle shifts in the demands on recollection across contexts (legal, political, therapeutic, social, intimate, and so on) is certainly a skill required of historians and others who work with traces. Experience with the peculiar properties — the typical kinds of elision, exaggeration, or opacity — of each different medium of memory is hard-won, often a body of skills and unarticulated habits of reading as much as a formalisable list of explicit guidelines. Both individual acquisition of this experience, and the collective theoretical understanding of the skills involved in it, are dauntingly difficult tasks, and surely require the resources of psychology and the humanities both independently and, if it should ever prove possible, together.

The point is not just that some contexts call for us to tell nothing false about the past, while on other occasions we want to try to tell everything we can. Not all memories are even candidates for truth. Some of the most important ways in which the past is sedimented in us are in 'procedural memories', learned embodied ways of acting. In exercising skills, we show that we remember how to do certain things, how to speak or move or conduct ourselves, where the standards involved in success derive from present norms, judgements of coherence, and goals at least as much as from fidelity to past instances.

Even among propositional or 'declarative' memories, those which do risk a claim on reality, there are many kinds of truth and falsity, which make memory often hard to manage. In the increasing array of psychological studies of what Daniel Schacter calls the 'sins' of memory, the various kinds of distortion and error to which memory is prone (some of which are discussed below), it is still rare to find explicit attempts to analyse or classify the many different ways in which memory can go wrong. The philosopher Andy Hamilton usefully distinguishes memories which are false-in-detail from those which are 'completely-false': in the former, we transpose or condense experiences or elements of past events, whereas the latter fail to match past experience entirely, so that their contents require some quite different kind of explanation. Although the difference between false-in-detail and completely-false memories may be more a matter of degree than Hamilton allows, there are clear cases. Whatever cultural formulas and expectations were in play, the medieval Bavarian monk Arnold who remembered and wrote of his dramatic abduction by a flying dragon was not just subject to a minor interpolation of one memory into another.
Ian Hacking adds, to a similar classification, the crucial category of ‘wrong-forgetting’, when central experiences which are ‘integral to one’s character or nature’ are for whatever reason suppressed or otherwise lost. This is important because our uneasiness about (real or imagined) cases in which real traumatic events are actually forgotten, or serene but fictional new narratives are happily accepted, reveals the depth of our desires to know the truth about our pasts. For Hacking, it is a subtle kind of false consciousness to live, either willingly or with strong encouragement, by a pragmatic trust in ‘narrative truth’ alone. And even for memories without great emotional or legal significance, there is often a lingering private or public discomfort about intuited gaps in the record, or puzzling inconsistencies across remembered versions: Mary Warnock helpfully compares the itchy mental feeling, on waking, that we’re not remembering or managing to tell the whole truth about a dream.

But in our reflexive and memory-burdened times, it’s obvious that these elusive needs to fill out the historical truth of the self are hard to satisfy. We question the desire for fuller knowledge of the past (our own past, and our social past), or indeed of our own minds. What could expertise be, Adam Phillips asks, in relation to the unmanageable or the unruly? Neither the past nor the mind sits waiting to be audited or re-ordered by a frantic or authoritative executive, for traces are rarely passive. When self-knowledge is at stake, for individual, institution, or group, claims to expertise will be all the more contested.

None of these unexceptional points concern the metaphysics of truth and the difficult philosophical debates between correspondence, coherence, and deflationary theories; nor do they invoke worn gulf between sciences and humanities, or causation and interpretation. Of course there can be uses of scientific expertise as a weapon, confusing context-specific epistemological authority with power. But sustained attention to actual and current scientific controversies, as much as immersion in the modern philosophy of science, shows many active scientists refusing to treat evidence or technology as transparent, intensely and often tediously aware of the influences of peculiarities of method, tools, and rhetoric in their own proprietary subfields. This is one reason that the debilitating ‘science wars’ of the late 1990s were so boring. In difficult domains of the life sciences, neuro-, and cognitive sciences, at least, where the objects of study are themselves dynamic and historical in various ways, even those scientists who defend the bluntly realist epistemologies so dear to Alan Sokal and Steven Weinberg need (and usually know that they need) to build context and particularity in to the heart of their work. It is precisely their careful awareness of the collective nature of their expertise, of the key role of idealising or decontextualising shielding conditions in the production of their knowledge, and of the pitfalls and puzzles which arise in transporting results from one context to another, which drives the best realists’ confidence that science can catch objective knowledge of this idiosyncratic reality.

This line of thought does imply parallels between the philosophy of science and, say, the philosophy of law — in stressing, for example, the tricky and shifting nature of many candidate objects of enquiry in both fields, or the common quest for robust mechanisms to weed out certain kinds of distortion before finding genuine warrant for knowledge-claims. The study of memory, especially personal or autobiographical memory, is just one case where it should be obvious that the resources of many quite different forms of expertise are required. Recent memory mania is just as strong in neurobiology as in narrative theory, and in developmental as well as post-colonial studies.

But honest recognition of the daunting multiplicity of methods and frameworks involved in the study of memory will not encourage the collapse of all methodological distinctions, for the appropriate epistemological anxieties shift with differences in sources and subject matter. It is not particularly post-modern worry, for example, to point to the complex causal webs involved in cases of sincere misremembering of the kinds mentioned above. Distortions, unintended embroiderings, or plausible edits spring not only from conscious, deliberate strategy, but also — and often more convincingly — from inexplicit wishes, fears, and desires to please or to be consistent or to inspire confidence. Many humanists devote careers to disentangling these kinds of opaque motivational factors behind puzzling texts, actions, decisions and self-reports. To think that all witnesses who fail to recollect the truth about their past experiences are lying would be as unrealistic as assuming that questions about mens rea (criminal intent) always have clear-cut answers. And it’s as obvious in legal contexts as in the psychology of memory that credibility can easily come apart from the sincerity of the speaker: legal distrust of confident testimony initially garnered under hypnosis is just one notable marker of this wariness.
So there is simply no need, in worrying about the status of expertise in the humanities, to want to bring the authority of the sciences down. Instead, sufficient awareness of what’s happening in neighbouring (and more distant) disciplines might allow the topics and the context of enquiry, rather than institutional inertia, to drive the methods used.

Authority and the Past
The developmental psychologist Susan Engel tells the following story:

My 12-year-old son is asked to describe an important memory for a class writing assignment. He sits down to write it, looks up at me, and asks, as if it were the most reasonable question in the world, “Mom, what is my most important memory?”

Sometimes, even central personal memories are shared and, as Engel notes, “grow out of what happens between people.” How odd is it for an individual to grant someone else authority over their past? Even contextualist psychologists like Engel find it hard to acknowledge the extent of individual and cultural differences on this point, the enormous variety in the ways inner and social resources can be woven together. Many recollections which matter in court are in some sense plural memories: alongside other constraints on recounting, speakers are negotiating other people’s awareness of the past events. In this section I sketch some parts of the recent psychology of memory which make room for acknowledgement of such interactions of traces inside and outside the individual, looping between brain and world, body and group. Because this work is part of a more general reconstructive framework in the cognitive and developmental psychology of memory, I then describe and respond to some natural philosophical objections to the apparent skepticism about the reliability of memory. The resulting picture, though failing to deliver any universal prescription for assessing truth-claims in memory, makes sense of the ordinary, murky, fallible judgements about reality, traces, and sources which are displayed in the best work of scientist, humanist, and legal practitioner alike.

Constructive Remembering
In the wake of the crisis over recovered memories and false memories in the early to mid-1990s, mainstream cognitive psychology shifted focus considerably away from artificial and idealised laboratory studies, in reaching consensus about the reconstructive nature of various forms of remembering in realistic settings. This consensus can be described through three related general principles. Firstly, even relatively simple memory phenomena may require multi-causal explanatory frameworks. Certainly, any stored trace does not determine either the form or content of remembering: even if the sought-after engrain is ever found, it must conspire with current cues. So, secondly, we must focus on the context of recollection to make sense of the nuances of the episode under investigation: remembering is a dynamic singularity rather than the reproduction of fixed contents. As Engel puts it, “one creates the memory at the moment one needs it, rather than merely pulling out an intact item, image, or story”.

Finally, cognitive psychologists have come to accept more flexible and dynamic pictures of long-term ‘storage’. This is partly due to the influence of connectionist or Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) models of mind, but also to a rich array of empirical studies on misinformation, bias, source amnesia, and the role of schemas in memory. This internal plasticity is one of the most curious and characteristic features of human memory, and one which clearly differentiates our cognitive systems from current digital computers. It is useful that the contents of my files remain exactly the same from the moment I close them at night to the moment I open them again in the morning. But various kinds of reorganisation and realignment often happen to the information retained in my brain over the same period.

Research on suggestibility has been extended recently from the study of eyewitnesses’ memory for scenes to full-blown autobiographical memory. Psychologists following Elizabeth Loftus have shown how misleading information from external sources can be incorporated into personal recollection. Confident, entrenched childhood ‘memories’ of spilling a bowl of punch at a wedding, or of gazing long at an exceptionally colourful mobile in the days after birth, can be elicited artificially in certain circumstances. This work is partly motivated by a wish to confirm the possibility of false confessions, in which individuals may come sincerely and passionately
to believe that they have committed horrible crimes in the past. Although Loftus has adopted the high moral tone of a crusade, the integration of these results with social and personality psychology promises a much richer picture of the conditions which make different kinds of distortion more likely.23

The misattribution of images or feelings to a source other than their real origin can also occur without deliberate external manipulation: certain mental contents get unglued from their actual history and wrongly attributed to another source. A dramatic example was the accusation of rape against the psychologist Donald Thomson, who in fact seen by the victim just before the rape occurred, when he was being interviewed on TV.24 Such failures of source memory can be due to many factors, including (usually unconscious) judgements of plausibility, familiarity, and fit with other interests and current agendas.

Different people, not surprisingly, are differentially susceptible to suggestion in different contexts. Some source attributions are harder for children, some for older adults. Individual differences in capacities for imagery, absorption, and hypnotisability seem to be relevant. But distortion and misattribution, as Daniel Schacter convincingly argues, are not necessarily maladaptive:25 various memory errors sometimes result, for instance, from vital forms of generalisation on the basis of similarity and theme which 'may give rise to distortions as an inherent by-product'.26 Such internal dynamics remind us that deliberate deceit by external agents is not necessary for memory to go awry.27 Susan Engel may overstate a little in writing that 'it is the norm rather than the exception to be unable to distinguish between what happened, what you feel about what happened, and what others may have said about what happened'.28 But the source monitoring framework at least suggests that understanding the conditions in which such confusions occur will require attention to a large range of motivational, social, affective, and temperamental contextual factors which influence the mapping of information to source.

Memory, Testimony, and Knowledge of the Past
The point of this research is not to show, implausibly, that reliability in memory is impossible or unlikely. Psychologists assume that understanding the mechanisms of distortion will also throw light on the processes involved in veridical remembering.29 Again, 'reliability' and 'accuracy' are not transparent notions here. But certainly this movement in psychology does pose some challenge to any common-sense assumption of automatic epistemological privileges for memory. And so, inevitably, philosophers have stepped up to defend such privileges. There are two important ways of arguing that we should work with a default assumption of trust in our memories despite this psychological evidence for the constructive nature of remembering.

The dominant philosophical view, at least until recently, was to treat memory and testimony asymmetrically: whereas we are normally warranted in accepting our memory judgements, testimony can only be a derivative source of warrant, dependent on our ability to trace testimony back to more basic sources such as individual perception.30 This reductionist view, defended notably by David Hume, has difficulty in specifying which positive characteristics of memory judgements set them epistemically apart from judgements based on testimony. But, more urgently, it threatens implausibly to undermine vast swathes of our ordinary knowledge-base. We only very rarely have sufficient testimony-free access to the bases of speakers' judgements.31

So recent approaches have challenged the individualism of that mainstream view by seeing testimony as analogous to at least some forms of memory. Contemporary social epistemology derives in part from the sociology and philosophy of science: awareness of the irreducible roles of trust and witnessing in the collective enterprises of modern science has been driven by both historical and developmental considerations.32 Other philosophers, notably C. A. J. Coady and Andy Hamilton, draw on Thomas Reid's symmetrical treatment of memory and testimony.33 Reid saw our common sense disposition to trust memory as 'God-given and innate'; but, further and more ambitiously, he postulated as a principle of contingent but self-evident truth that 'those things really did happen which I distinctly remember'.34

Coady and Hamilton use considerations from Reid and from Wittgenstein to criticise psychological research on constructive remembering. They query the polemical and 'almost messianic positivism' of some psychologists35, and raise some methodological worries about some of the experimental strategies. They mount a self-refutation argument: why should we believe psychologists' claims about memory, when the defence of these claims requires
the use of both memory and testimony? Hamilton describes one of Elizabeth Loftus’ books as ‘self-undermining, since it contains a narrative of her role in the debate which is partly dependent on personal memory’. 26

If the cognitive psychologists were indeed arguing for either scepticism or relativism about the past while in fact relying on their own knowledge of the past, they would be fair game for such mockery. But there is no reason at all to read them as sceptics or relativists. The philosophers’ worry is, in part, that doubts about the reliability of memory might push us towards a denial of truth and falsity in dealing with the past, and thus give succour to dangerous relativist deniers of truth about anything. This is, rather paradoxically, to see the psychology of memory as subversive, raw material for the ironists and debunkers supposed to lurk around literature and history departments. The Wittgensteinian philosophers are right to ask for more clarity in specifying the scope of claims about construction and distortion, to query the meaning of ‘reliability’ in these contexts, and to demand more subtle classification of the varieties of falsity in memory. They are right, too, to point out that our memory-sharing and memory-using practices are embedded in rich and complex forms of social life, in which worries about the fragility of memory often just do not arise. But these observations don’t justify rejection of the psychology of constructive remembering.

For Coady and Hamilton as for Reid, the general reliability of memory is a presupposition of our lives, and we have a fallible but justified general entitlement to accept our own memory judgements. Their idea is not, of course, that we can never make mistakes, but that the default position, in the absence of other relevant evidence about the past, should be one of faith in memory. A first response here is to point out that (especially in complex or controversial circumstances) there is almost always a raft of other relevant evidence about the past. It is not, or only rarely, that we have explicit and independent records; rather, that we are usually awash with more or less vague senses of the plausibility, familiarity, and coherence of any specific deliveries of memory, given the rest of our background knowledge about the world and our own lives. 27 A memory’s natural entitlement, then, is almost always already either boosted or compromised (or often some combination of both) by its fit with other relevant beliefs.

Realism and Evidence
I suggested that psychologists’ talk of constructive processes is not to be read as offering support to either scepticism or relativism about the past. They are not arguing from the difficulty of accessing the historical or personal past to its impossibility. That line of thought would indeed dangerously tend to collapse epistemological authority into merely political control over the past. But the very notions of false memory and memory distortion on which psychologists rely entail some form of (indirect) realism about the past. In contrast, the tendency of Reid and his modern followers to take the authority of memory as basic, primitive, and unassailable makes error very hard to understand, and certainly makes it difficult to motivate any investigation into the typical causes of error in memory. It’s no surprise, then, to find Hamilton arguing that questions about the extent and scope of the unreliability of memory, and about the specific mechanisms which account for its unreliability, are ‘at the boundaries of the philosophically legitimate’. 28

Such limits on enquiry are more detrimental to the promotion of our interests in truth about the past than is the psychological work on constructive remembering. That work in no way threatens common-sense realism about the past, which is an entirely different view from Reidian super-realism about memory. The fact that we can tell the truth about the past (sometimes, well enough for most of our purposes) doesn’t entail that we always do, or dictate just how often we do. It also doesn’t imply that we know when we are remembering truly: the fallibilist option that we can know without necessarily knowing that we know is particularly attractive in this area of epistemology. 29 So rather than worrying about the deep definition or nature of truth in general, it’s going to be more productive for many of those who are professionally or personally immersed in memory, history, and the past to devote their energies instead to the ordinary and difficult processes of assessing warranted assertibility. For psychologists as for humanists, it’s not abstract purity of access to the past that matters, but teasing out the flavours of a specific mix. What historians as well as legal practitioners and theorists already do is the complicated, fallible evaluation of various sources of evidence — including the search for patterns among types of evidence and across contexts.

The psychologists’ reconstructive view of memory thus does not threaten ‘truth’, only our ease of access to it, and unrealistic as-
sumptions about its simplicity. I’ve defended the current consensus in psychology against philosophical criticism, and accepted the claim made by Loftus, Schacter, Engel and others that individual memory alone can be a poor kind of evidence for historical truth. Hyman and Loftus conclude one survey by suggesting that the fact that memories ‘may or may not reflect what actually happened... should not be a great problem’ in contexts like history, provided all involved ‘can accept the fundamental ambiguity of memory’. The ambiguity is now often displayed and exploited in memoir, autobiography, and biography. Lauren Slater’s (apparent) recollections of epilepsy in Spasm: a memoir with lies is one dizzying, frustrating, brilliant recent example; her book counters the genre of ‘authoritative illness memoirs’ by actively inviting our disbelief. The challenging ideas about proof and truth in memory which are embodied in gripping life writing are not acceptable to all critics. But even those who take pleasure in the literary and psychological confusions about the past which are explored in the best such work want, in other personal and political contexts, to find firmer ground. Evasiveness or sudden and surprising failures of memory on the part of politicians, for example, are often rightly treated with less sympathy. What prompts and maintains our residual attachments to historical truth in certain contexts, our unwillingness always to rest content with memory’s ambiguities?

Experts on Ourselves?

From the first development of autobiographical remembering in early childhood, it is in company that we project ourselves backwards (and forwards) in time. Children’s early reminiscing is scaffolded by, built around, the support of adult caregivers’ talk about the past, and shifts gradually from an awareness of routine sequences or generic, script-like patterns of events to an internalised capacity spontaneously to relate to specific past actions and experiences. It is in part through joint remembering (a form of shared attention directed at the past) that a particular conception of time gets built in to the structure of autobiographical memory. Children come to see that different people may have competing perspectives on the same once-occupied time. There opens up a gap between egocentric time and objective time, as we come to understand that there is more to the facts about the past than is reported in any particular narrative or memory, and that not every action or feeling, not all of the self, is remembered. Here again a common-sense realism about the past emerges with a sense of the asymmetry of lived time, ultimately grounding our understanding of the singularity of events and the uniqueness of actions: as Christoph Hoerl argues, this temporally-based sense of the irrevocable nature of our actions is closely connected with our conceptions of agency and choice.

Shared, socially-embedded remembering is thus at the heart of our itchy sense in memory that, sometimes, there are facts of the matter about the past, even the personal past, no matter how slippery and imperfect is our access to them. This is not to over-individualise again, because expertise on the past and on the self need not be located in or required of the isolated single thinker. The traces which support, deepen, or sometimes disrupt existing understandings of the past are not all internal. Remembering activity can loop out of the brain and body to involve other individuals (as for Susan Engol’s son at his homework), groups, or objects.

As this idea is developed in an emerging ‘distributed cognition’ framework in the cognitive sciences, it’s just because of the fragility and vulnerability of our internal memory that we by nature lean so much on cultural media and other resources. The mind, argues the philosopher Andy Clark, extends out to include those technologies, documents, or other people with whom our brains and bodies link up for particular purposes. So human memory includes not just any ‘engrams’ which might be found distributed across the brain’s neural networks, but also an astonishing variety of ’exograms’, in Merlin Donald’s coinage — external representations in the external symbols systems with which we have continually interacted since the first human representational uses of inscriptions, notches, and other traces.

Distributed cognition thus offers a framework for thinking about the cognitive life of things, in which media theory must be coupled with neuropsychology to develop sciences of the interface. But the scaffolding for memory is, as I’ve suggested, intrinsically social from the start. So a social ontology of memory, as well as seeking to delineate necessary conditions for true memory claims with a plural subject, will have to connect up the large and confusing social-scientific literature on collective memory with existing experimental studies of social and group memory. This view of memory as extended or distributed across brain, body, and world
means that collective enquiry into the nature of memory and mind must be strongly and insistently interdisciplinary, for it makes the study of historical and social processes an integral part of the cognitive sciences of memory, not an additional humanistic curiosity. So despite the complexity of human nature and of memory in particular, psychological views about memory and traces can be a useful part of the background knowledge of legal practitioners and historians who care about proof and truth in relation to the past.
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